
MECHANICAL ANALOG OF RADIOACTIVITY 
PURPOSE:  

To measure the half-life of a mechanical analog of a radioactive nucleus.  
 
APPARATUS:  
Shake Tray   Blue, Yellow and Orange "Nuclei"  
 
METHOD:  

In this experiment you will use many-sided dice to simulate radioactive nuclei. There are 160       
20-sided, blue dice to represent the original radioactive nuclei, 80 8-sided, yellow dice to represent the 
intermediate, radioactive, decay product, and 160 orange spheres to represent the final stable nuclei. The 
yellow and blue dice should each have two sides marked with a red dot. Whenever a red dot comes up on 
the top face, after the dice are shaken, that particular nucleus is considered to have decayed, and it is 
replaced by the appropriate decay product: blue decays into yellow and yellow decays into orange.  
 

Because of the number of marked sides on the blue and yellow nuclei, with any one shaking, the 
chances are 1 in 10 that any given blue nucleus will decay, and 1 in 4 that any given yellow nucleus will 
decay.  For example if 10 blue nuclei are available then after one time interval the number left is 9. The 
relationship for the number, N, left after any time interval t is  

 
N = Noe

-λt
   (1)  

 
where No is the number of radioactive nuclei available, for decay at the start of the time interval t and λ is 
the decay constant.  

A characteristic time called the half-life (τ) is defined as the time for one-half of the available nuclei 
to decay and is related to the decay constant (λ) by  
 

τ=0.693/λ (2)  

 
In this experiment you will shake the dice and replace them correctly as they decay, keeping count 

of the numbers of each type of nucleus.  
 
PROCEDURE:  
1.  Place all of the blue dice in the shake tray, cover the tray, and shake well.  
2.  Uncover the shake tray, remove the decayed blue nuclei (red dot up) and put them back in the 

storage tray, filling in the highest numbers first.  
3.  For each blue die removed, add a yellow die to the shake tray, taking the lowest number first.  
4.  Record the numbers of each kind of dice in the shake tray on your data sheet. These numbers will 

be the last uncovered numbers in the storage tray.  
5.  Replace the cover on the shake tray and shake well.  
6.  Uncover the shake tray and remove the decayed yellow nuclei (red dot up) one by one, putting 

them in the storage tray in their highest numbered slots.  
7.  For each yellow die removed, add an orange sphere to the shake tray, taking the lowest numbers 

first.  
8.  Remove the decayed blue nuclei (red dot up) and put them back in the storage tray, filling in the 

highest numbers first. For each blue die removed, add a yellow die to the shake tray, taking the 
lowest number first.  

9.  Repeat steps 4-9 for at least 20 shakes.  
 
 



Mechanical Analog of Radioactivity Lab Sheet 
Data Table 

Shake Blue Yellow Orange 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    

9    

10    

11    

12    

13    

14    

15    

16    

17    

18    

19    

20    

21    

    

Graphing/Calculations: Circle Your Answers 
1. Using graphical analysis graph Blue vs Shake, Yellow vs Shake, Orange vs Shake.  On the same 

graph make a new calculated column name Orange/Blue and make a graph  
Orange/Blue vs Shake.  Perform a curve fit to find the experimental value λBLUE 

2. Find theoretical value λBLUE when t=1. 
 
 
 

3. Calculate the percent error between values found from the curve fit and when t=1 for λBLUE 
 
 

4. When orange/blue = 3, how many time intervals have passed and how many are blue? (These 
numbers may not be integers) 

 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Turn in Lab Sheet 1 and Graph 
 
 
 


